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Should Brokers Be Forced to Disclose Their Bonuses to Clients?
RIA securities lawyer Patrick Burns and broker recruiter Mark Elzweig debate whether new rules are
needed on advisor incentive compensation
By Gil Weinreich, AdvisorOne

I

‘There’s No Mystery About Wirehouse Cost Structures’
Elzweig, in a separate interview, strongly denied higher costs resulting from upfront bonuses are a relevant regulatory concern.
“Wirehouses disclose fees and commissions to investors,” Elzweig says. “Those
who feel that charges are too high relative to the value that they’ve received are
free to go elsewhere and they often do.
“There’s no mystery about wirehouse cost structures,” he adds. “The percentage of firm revenues that is reserved for compensation is a constant, hot topic
on Wall Street. It’s regularly discussed in newspapers every quarter when firms
report earnings and Wall Street research and annual reports regularly offer additional details. Investors who are interested have lots of access to this information.”
As a recruiter with nearly three decades of experience, Elzweig is most put off
by the notion that upfront bonuses should be regulated, and considers the idea of
wirehouses ending the broker bidding war just wishful thinking.
“This idea was kicked around by Arthur Levitt’s SEC back in the ’90s and then
tossed,” he says. Nobody was able to show that the payment of lucrative signing
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n her first year as chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission, Mary
Schapiro wrote a letter to the chief executives of broker-dealers warning them
about the potential pitfalls of recruiting brokers with high upfront bonuses.
“Recent press articles have reported that some broker-dealer firms may be engaging in a vigorous recruiting program for broker-dealer registered representatives,” Schapiro’s letter began.
“Reports suggest some firms are offering substantial inducements to potential
registered representatives, including large upfront bonuses and enhanced com7 Protocol Essentials for Breakaway Brokers
missions for sales of investment products,” the August 2009 letter continued.
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By Gil Weinreich, AdvisorOne
A year later, at SIFMA’s 2010 annual conference, Schapiro reiterated her concerns
about incentive compensation, telling a Dow Jones reporter that the large
May 9, 2012
bonuses used to lure brokers from one firm to another “may not be in the best
Since the adoption of the Protocol for Broker Recruiting, lawsuits over breakaways have been far less common.
interest
of retail investors.”
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